The linear ordering polytope P~.o is defined as the convex hull of all the incidence vectors of the acyclic tournaments on n nodes, it is known that for every facet of P~.o there corresponds a digraph inducing it. Let D be a digraph that induces a facet-defining inequality for P~.o, that is nonequivalent to a trivial inequality or to a 3-dicycle inequality. We show that for such a digraph the following holds: the value ~ of a minimum inteoral dicycle cover is greater than the value 3" of a minimum dicycle cover. We show that 3" can be found by minimizing a linear function over a polytope which is defined by a polynomial number of constraints.
I. Introduction
Let Dn be the complete digraph on n nodes. Let Z Nutov. M. Penn /niscrete Applied MathemaSics 60 (1995) [293] [294] [295] [296] [297] [298] [299] [300] [301] [302] [303] [304] [305] [306] [307] [308] [309] the fact that it has applications in many areas such as economics, mathematical psychology and others. The knowledge of a complete description of the facets of P~.o could be of much help to obtain an algorithm to solve it. However, since the linear ordering problem is NP-complete, finding such a complete characterization of Pi'.o seems to be very difficult. The first researchers who gave a partial list of facets of Pl'.o were from the areas of sociology and psychology. They tried to solve the binarystochastic choice problem and conjectured that PT.o is completely characterized by two families of facet-defining inequalities: the trivial inequalities and the 3-dicycle ones. Several "proofs" of this conjecture were published (see [1 l, 3] ), ~vhile at the same time. counter examples for n = 6 were discovered (see [16, 4, 5] ). However, this conje.cture was proved to be true by Dridi [5] for the case n ~< 5. For the cases n = 6, 7 one should consider Reinelt's paper [18] while for n > 7 the problem is still open in spite of the great efforts devoted to solving it. Other interesting works following the social science direction are those e.f Cohen and Falmagne [4] , G~lboa [6] and Gilboa and Monderer [7] .
In this paper, we present some facts concerning the linear ordering polytope. One of the results shown here is a necessary condition for a digraph to induce a facet-defining inequality that is nonequivalent to a trivial or to a 3-dieycle inequality. We show that such a digraph satisfies the following condition: the value ~ of a minimum integral dicycle cover is greater than the value 3" of a minimum dicycle cover.
A closely-related problem to the linear ordering problem is the acyclic subdigraph problem which has been extensively treated by Jiinger [12] . This problem can be formulated as follows: for a given digraph D with an arc ~:~t A and a nonnegative weight function on it, determine an acyc!ic subset of A of maximum weight. This problem is know~l to be NP-complete for general digraphs [13] , but it is solvable in polynomial time for special families of digraphs, among them is the family of weakly acyclic digraphs. See [8] for the original proof of the polynomial solvability for weakly acyclic digraphs. An alternative proof is presented here which is based on the observation that the minimum dicycle cover problem can be solved by minimizing a linear function over a polytope which is defined by a polynomial number of constraints. Note that this last family contains Ks. 3-free digraphs, as was conjectured by Gr6tschei et al. [8] and proved by Barahona et al. [2] .
Let v denote the value of an integral dicycle pa~king. We show in this work that ifD is a certain digraph having a separation pair and satisfying z = v in each part. then z = v in D as well. Dv~di's [5] description of PSo enables us to derive, in a simple way, that the equality z = v holds for any digraph on 5 nodes. C,~.-nbining these results with the theorem of Lucchesi and Younger for plane, r dig:.:phs [15] as well as Wagner's decom ~ry~sition [20] , we obtain that z = v in K3,3-f,'ce digraphs. This last result was recently proved in [2] using polyh¢~hal techniqt~es, while our proof is based mainly on ~mbinatorial tools. This paper is organized in the following way. Section 2 contains preliminaries and notations. ,Section 3 deals with a necessary condition for a digraph to induce a facetdefining inequalit', for Pig. In Section 4 we discuss the polynomial time solvability of the miaimum dicycle cover problem. Section 5 is devoted to the merging theorem.
Preliminaries and notations
Let G = (V, E) be an undirected loopless graph with a node set V and an edge set E, and let D = (V,A) be a Ioopless digraph consisting era node set V and an arc set A. Let w: A -, R+ be a nonnegative weight function, where R+ is the set of nonnegative real numbers. If D is a digraph and w its weight function, then the pair (D, w) is referred to as a weighted digraph. If no weight function is given, then we assume w(a) = I for all a e A. For a subset A' of A let w(A') = ]E { w(a): a ~ A' } denote the weight of A ~ and let ]A'I indicate the cardinality of A'.
A (u, vJ-arc is an arc with end nodes u and v, where u is the tail ofth¢ arc and v its head. A ( u, vJ-dipath is a dipath from u to v i.e. an ordered set of arcs { al, a2 ..... ak } such that the head of each arc is the tail of the following one; the tail of at is u and the head ofah is v and no two arcs of the set have the same head. A (u, v)-dipath together with a (v, uJ-arc is called a dicycle. A dicycle is of length k (a k-dicycle) if the number of its arcs is k. Two arc sets are called disjoint if they have no arc in ~,ommon. A digraph or an arc set which does not contain any dicycle is called acyclic.
A digraph D is an orientation era graph G ifa direction is specified for each edge in G. We say that G is the underlying graph of D if D is an orientation of G.
A graph G is connected or l-connected if it is not empty and if for any two distinct nodes in G, there is a path connecting them. G is k-connected if the deletion of any set of nodes with less than k elements results in a connected graph. A digraph D is k-connected if its underlying graph is k-connected. Let G = (V, E) be a k-connected graph and Vk a subset of k nodes of V. Vk is a k-node cut if the deletion of the nodes in Vk results in a disconnected graph. We also refer to a two-node cut as a separation pair.
A digraph D = ( V, A) (resp., a graph G = ( V, E)) is said to be complete if it is simple and contains all possibie arcs (resp., edges). The complete digraph (resp., graph) on n nodes is de, noted by Dm= (V,,A,) (resp., K,). Let V' and V", with IV'] = m and I V"] = n, be a partition of a complete bipartite graph, then such a graph is denoted by K .... A tournament T on V is an orientation cf the complete graph on V. A graph (resp., digraph) is called planar if it can be drawn in the plane such that no two edges (resp., arcs) intersect. A K3.3-free digraph is a digraph such that its underlying graph does not contain as a subgraph K3.3, or any of its subdivisions.
For any set A, let R A (resp., {0,1} s } denote the set of all real (resp., 0-1) vectors indexed by A. For B _~ A, the vector x a e {0,1 }~ is termed the incidence vector of B if x~ = 1 when at B and x~ s = 0 when aeB, for any a~A. If, in addition, 0 is required to be integral, then .q is referred to as an imeoral dicycle packino. The maximum (resp., integral) dicycle packintt problem seeks out of all (resp., integral) packings, one with the largest value, i.e. one which maximizes: 5" {.q(C): C ~ ~}. Denote by ~'*(D, w) (resp., v(D, w)) the value of a maximum (resp., integral) dicycle packing in (D, w).
A dicycle cover, in a weighted digraph (D, w), is a function f: A --, R +, such that for each C e ¢, Y. {fIa): a ¢ C} >t !. If, in addition, f is required to be integral, then f is referred to as an inteoral dicycle cover. The minimum (resp., imeorai) dicycle corer problem seeks out of all (resp., integral) dicycle covers, one with the smallest value, i.e. One can formulate the maximum dicycle packing problem and the minimum dicycle cover problem as linear programming problems. Let B be the incidence matrix of the dicycles in D. The maximum dicycle packing problem is max~yl: yB . %< w, y t> 0}, while the minimum dicycle cover problem is min{wx: Bx 1> 1, x t> 0}. In a similar way, the integral version of each of these problems can be formulated by adding the integrality requirements.
A polyhedron is the solution set of a finite system of linear inequalities and equations. A polytope is a bounded polyhedron. A fiwe of a polyhedron P is either the empty set, or else a polyhedron obtained by replacing some of the inequalities that define P by equations. All faces different from P are called proper laces. A maximal nonempty proper face of P is called a facet of P.
We say that an inequality ax <~ ao is facet-defining for P ,_'f {x: ax = ao , ca P is a facet of P. Two facet-defining inequalities are equh'alent (with respect to P) if they define the same facet. Hx = h is called a minimal equation system for P if [x: Hx = h} is the afline space spanned by P, and in addition H has a full rank. It is knowa thai two facet-defining inequalities are equivalent if and only if one is a sum of a positive multiple of the other and multiples of some equations from the minimal equation system.
The following two problems are known to be NP-complete [13] and have been extensively treated in the literature.
Linear ordering problem. Given (D,, w), a complete weighted digraph, find an acyclic tournament on V, of maximum weight.
Aeyclie subdigraph problem. For a simple weigL~'ed digraph (D,w), determine an acyclic sub~ct of A of maximum weight.
One can associate polytopes with the set of acyclic tournaments and with the set of acyclic arc sets in the following way.
The linear ordering polytope P~.o is defined as the convex hull of the incidence vectors of the acyclic tournaments on V,, i.e. P~'.o: = cony { x'r e { 0,1 } A,: T is an acyclic tournament on V, }.
The acyclic subdigraph polytope of D is denoted by PAc(D) and is defined as the convex hull of the incidence vectors of the acyclic arc sets in D, i.e.
PAc(D):
= conv{xa ~ {0,1}'4: B _ A is an acyclic arc set in A}.
The linear ordering polytope
Clearly, solving a particular instance of the linear ordering problem is e~uivalent to maximizing a linear function over P~.o. Now, in order to apply linear programming techniques to solve the problem, one is interested in finding a nonredundant system of equations and inequalities such that P~o = {x 6 R'4": Bx <~ b, Hx = h}. Since the linear ordering problem is NP-complete, such a description will probably be very difficult to find. Yet, a minimal equation system of ~o can be given and is used in the sequel. Let (D, w) be a weighted digraph, (D~, w.) be its corresponding weighted complete digraph and x ~ R A", then the inequality
wnx = ~ {wn(i.j)xii:(i.j)~ A,} <~ w(A) -~(D.w)
will be termed the inequal;,ty induced by (D, w).
Theorem 3.2. Let ( D, w) be a weighted digraph on n nodes. Then, the inequality induced by (D, w) defines a nonempty face for P[o.
Proof. Assume without loss of generality that (D, w) is a simple weighted digraph. Let (Dn, w~) be its corresponding weighted complete digraph. To prove the theorem, one has to show that the incidence vectors of all acyclic tournaments on V, satisfy (1), and in addition to show that there is at least one acyclic tournament on Vn whose inckience 1) is a valid inequality for P" LO.
It remains to be shown that there is at least one acyclic tournament on V, whoso incidence vector satisfies (1) with equality. Let/3 be a digraph obtained from D hy the deletion of any minimum feedback arc set./3 is acyclic and simple. Therefore, it can be extended to an acyclic tournament ~ = (Vn,/~). Clearly, w(R(D, ~)) = z(D, w) and so
w,x ~ = w(A) --w(R(D, ~)) = w(A) -~(D,w). []
The above theorem is known in its unweighted version for simple digraphs, but we failed to find the weighted version in the literature.
Let b e R~ n-1) and let (D~,w~l be t~ie weighted simple digraph given by 
Corollary 3.3. A nonnegative inequality bx <<. be defines a nonempty fiwe for Pie if and only if be = w(A b) -~(Db, wb).
The nonnegativity assumption is not a restrictive one, since every inequality which defines a proper face for Pie can be transformed into a unique (up to a mmtiplication by a positive constant) nonnvgative support reduced inequality. Since all the vertices of P~.o are integral, one can assume without loss of generality, that b and be are integral for any b:~ <<. be, a facet-defining inequality for PT.o. Hence, we have the following corollary. which is termed a k-dicycle inequality. Note that if k = 2, one obtains the inequality x~j + xj~ ~< I which by Theorem 3.1 holds as an equality, and therefore is not facetdefining. However, for k I> 3 a k-dicycle inequality defines a facet if and only if k = 3. In this case, each inequality defines a different facet. In particular, one can show that the k-dicycle inequalities with k > 3 are already satisfied if all the 3-dicycle inequalities together with the minimal equation system of P~ Lo are satisfied (see [8] ). For further classes of facets of P~,o see, among others, [17, 19, 14] .
Let P~-~< R~ n-~, n ) 2, be the polytope defined by the minimal equation system of ~o, the trivia~ inequalities and the dicycle inequalities. Clearly,/~Lo ~-P~ and the vertices of P[o coincide with the integral vertices of P~-. Nevertheless, it is not true that for all n ~> 2, pn Lo = P~.. Dridi [5] showed that this is the case for n ~< 5. 
Let (Dn, w,) (resp., (D~,,w~,), (D~,',w~,')) be the corresponding weighted complete digraph of (D,w) (resp. (D', w'), {D", w")).
Obviously 
) + w:'(a.) -z(D.w) = w(a) -~(D.w).
Hence, the following inequality Observe that (D, w) induces a proper face defining inequality which is not equivalent to a 3-dicycle one. Hence, either ~* contains a k-dicycle with k > 3 or else, c~, contains two 3-dicycles which induce nonequivalent facet-defining inequalities. Observe further, that ~4" cannot consist of one dicycle of length 3 and the other dieycles of h:ugth 2, since then D would have induced an inequality which is equivalent to a 3-dicycle one, and the proof is complete. [] Below we show an example of a digraph that satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3.7 and for which z(D,w) > t*(D,w).
Example. It is shown in [8] that the unweighted 3-fence digraph (presented in Fig. 1 ) is a digraph induced by a facet-defining inequality which is nonequivalent to a trivial or to a 3-dicycle inequality. Observe that z*(D) = 1.5 < 2 --z(D).
The P~ polytope and the minimum dicycle cover woblem
In this section we show that the minimum dicycle cover problem can be solved by minimizing a linear function over a polytope with a polynomial number of constraints.
Hence, the minimum dicycle cover problem can be solved in polynomial time. This is as opposed to the maximum dicycle packing which is known to be NP-complete, as was mentioned in [10] . This observation provides us with an alternative proof for the GrStchel et al. [8] result which states that the minimum feedback arc set problem can be solved in polynomial time for weakly acyclic digraphs.
Recall that P~ is the polytope defined by the minimal equation system for Pie, the trivial inequalities and the dicycle inequalities. Let x* be an optimal solution to the problem above such that, ify ~< x* and y ~ x* then y is not a solution to the problem. Then, x* + x* = 1 ~i,j) e An.
Suppose this is not so. Since x* is a dicycle cover, one obtains that x~* + x~ ~ I for all (i,j) e An, which implies that there are two distinct nodes u and v such that, Xu*~, X* +.z~> 1.
Using the minimality of x* one can derive two dicycles, C.~. and C,,. in %, where As far as we know, no complete nonpolybedral characterization of weakly acyclic digraphs is known. However, in l'8] it was conjectured that Ds as well as K3.3-frce digraphs are weakly acyclic and a stronger version of this conjecture is proved in [2] .
In [8] it was shown that linear programs over Pc(D) are solvable in polynomial time using the ellipsoid method. This result is based on the polynomial solvability of the separation problem for the class of k-dicycle inequalities. Thus, in particular, the minimum feedback arc set problem for weakly acyclic digraphs can be solved (via the ellipsoid method) in polynomial time. Note that the definition of Pc(D) used in [8] can have exponential number of constraints. However, since linear programs with polynomial number of constraints can be solved in polynomial time, Corollary 4.2 implies a new proof for the following result. Corollary 4.3 (GrStchel ct al. [8] ). The minimum feedback arc set problem for weakly acyclic digraphs can be solved in polynomial time.
Integral dicyde covers and packings
In this section we show that under certain conditions, if(D, w) is a weighted digraph having a separation pair and satisfies z = v for each part of D, then r(D, w) = v(D, w) as well. Based on the above, Corollary 4.2 and some known results, we provide a simple proof for the fact that the equation ~ = r holds for any K3.3-frcc digraph. We assume that D is 2-connected, but the results of this section can be easily extended to disconnected and l-connected digraphs. We start by giving some definitions which are needed for the merging theorem; the main result of this section.
Let For i = 1,2, D~ together with an added virtual {u,r) or {r, ubarc, if no such an arc exists, is termed a split di~lraph. Two separation digraphs can,be mer qed by identifying the copies of u and v in these digraphs and the resulting digraph is termed a ~ u, ! ,- Let S be a collection of dicycles in D and (u, r) a pair of ordered distinct nodes in V. Then, a collection of a maximum number of mutually disjoint (u, rbdipaths in D, which are also disjoint with any dicycle in S, is denoted by Cs(U, r}. Below, we present a lemma which is needed later in the proof of the merging theorem. The results in this section were proved for the case w(a) = 1. These results can be generalized for any integral nonnegative weight function w. One can use Corollary 4.2 and Theorem 5.3 together with the results presented below to show that the value of a maximum integral dicycle packing is equal to the value of a minimum feedback arc set in K3.3-free digraphs. it remains to be shown that r*(D, w) = r(D, w). This has been proved by Applegate et al. [I] using an algorithm that tests whether a system is TDI. Recently it has also been proved by induction on the integral weight function, using techniques of linear programming [2] . [] The next corollary follows directly from Theorems 5.3-5.5 and Lemma 5.6. Note that the 3-fence digraph in Fig. I is an example of a digraph induced by a facet-defining inequality that is nonequivalent to a trivial or to a 3-dicycle inequality, that is not K3.3-free.
